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Amelia and Amateur Radio 

As we go to press, Amelia Earhart is repair- 
ing her plane preparatory to taking off for How- 
land Island, tiny speck of land 1600 miles South- 
west of Hawaii. Perhaps before the last leg 
of the globe -circling tour is completed amateur 
radio will have had a chance to be of invaluable 
service. That is why she was anxious to secure 
the cooperation and good will of amateurs 
throughout the world. Already amateur radio 
has had a chance to prove its worth, for on the 
first leg of the flight the plane was out of con- 
tact with the world for approximately four 
hours except for amateur station W6NNR, Los 
Angeles. During that time two -way communi- 
cation was maintained, with W6NNR on 75 
meter phone and the plane, KHAQQ, on 3105 
kc. phone and c.w. W6NNR was able to copy 
the plane's signals solid until the plane neared 
Honolulu, and they reported W6NNR's signals 
as being of good signal strength at all times 
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A relief shift "holding down the fort "" at 
W6NNR while Guy Dennis catches a few 
winks of much needed rest. The handle fcr 
the "signal squirter" can be seen hanging 

down from the ceiling. 

during the hop. During the four hours that 
the signals of KHAQQ were inaudible except 
at W6NNR, all messages were relayed through 
this station until regular communication with 
the scheduled stations was resumed. 

For several weeks Guy H. Dennis, owner - 
operator of the station, has been lining up a 

chain of amateur stations on the charted course 
of the plane around the globe. It was no easy 
task, and at the present time the chain is not 
entirely complete, though arrangements are be- 
ing made to fill in the gaps before the plane 
will reach those positions on the globe. Miss 
Earhart will not rely upon amateurs for com- 
munication during flight except in emergencies. 
The amateur service will be supplementary, just 
as a precaution in case other communication 
should fail. However, it is expected that there 
will be several occasions upon which amateur 
radio will be called upon to render service of 
one kind or another. 

The flight will be made in easy stages, as it 
is not an attempt at a speed record. Jumps of 


